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          The Okoa Uchumi campaign is a civil society platform committed towards working 

with stakeholders to resolve Kenya's public debt crisis. The campaign advocates for balanced and 

equitable budgets as a means of achieving debt sustainability and economic inclusion. The 

campaign seeks to bolster constitutional safeguards in public debt management and to push for 

the accountability of political leaders in public debt management. 

      Overview

 Over the last decade, expensive commercial and bilateral debt has flooded into Kenya. Driven by the government's 

drive to finance large national flagship projects, coupled with the failure of international development lending standards, 

investments have largely prioritised profit over the country's development needs. Projects of questionable viability have 

been irregularly prioritised in what has come to be known as budgeted corruption. The government has imprudently 

accepted large, costly and risky investments, without transparency in decision-making. As a result, Kenya is drowning in 

debt, and in May 2020 was rated at 'high' risk of debt distress by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). This situation 

has been compounded by the grave impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Unless the government and the international 

community take urgent action to resolve Kenya's public debt crisis, the country's hard-won development gains are at risk, 

and the poorest in Kenya are likely to bear the brunt of the economic fallout for generations to come. 

 This discussion is part of civil society's contribution towards the resolution of the debt crisis in Kenya and is presented 

in two papers. The first paper presents a diagnosis of the public debt problem and analyses the trends, drivers, scale of 

the problem and gives options for its resolution. The second presents civil society's proposals to government and 

international lenders as our contribution to the resolution of Kenya's public debt problem and the political economy that 

has fuelled it.

 This paper is structured around five chapters. The first chapter looks at Kenya's debt management policies and trends 

since independence. Chapter 2 focuses on Kenya's debt relationship with China and the significance of the SGR related 

loans in the present debt crisis.  Chapter 3 delves into the drivers of onerous debt in Kenya and points towards the 

intersection of interests between international and multinational lenders and local corruption in fuelling corruption led-

borrowing. The next chapter considers the policy options available to Kenya and the political considerations around each. 

The paper concludes that imprudent political decisions driven by high level corrupt interest are the ultimate cause of 

Kenya's debt crisis.  

      Introduction

 The African continent is facing a substantial and rising public debt challenge. The number of African countries rated 

by the IMF as public debt distressed, or at high risk of distress, doubled from eight to sixteen between 2015 and 2018. 

What's worse, this deeply worrying decline took place before the COVID-19 pandemic hit.

 The unprecedented health and economic crises that are unfolding today as a result of COVID-19, will increase 

spending demands for health care and social safety nets, depress revenue-raising, and drive the continent deeper into 

unsustainable debt. We are already seeing a severe economic slowdown; falling commodity prices, a drying up of funding, 

and economic growth expected to drop significantly, and for some time. Africa will also be affected by disrupted supply 

chains, and the effects of the pandemic on its economic partners China, Europe and the United States of America.

 Now, more than ever, African nations need to make public financing sustainable, and to find a way out of the public 

debt trap. Unfortunately, though, the global scope of the pandemic makes anything like the Highly Indebted Poor 

Countries (HIPC) initiative, and the assistance it provided in the 1990s, incredibly unlikely. At the same time, easy access 

to private finance, and the return to an infrastructure fundamentalism among donors and major development institutions, 

puts African countries under increased pressure to take on unsustainable debt.

 This paper examines the key drivers of Kenya's onerous public debt and public finance crisis, motivated by concern for 

Kenya's future, and the impact of the public debt burden on the poorest citizens. It shows that the country is presenting 

signs of public debt distress, and that unless urgent action is taken, Kenya stands the risk of default and economic 

failure. 
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     Kenya’s debt challenge
 

 Kenya’s current level of indebtedness is alarming. In October 2018 the IMF downgraded Kenya from “low” to 

“medium” risk of debt distress, and then to “high risk of public debt distress” in May 2020. Whereas this is partially 

due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, Kenya was already facing an imminent public debt challenge prior to 

that.  

 Crucially, high levels of debt are also undermining the Government’s ability to invest in its development priorities. 

Constitutionally, the country’s debt service is charged before revenue is allocated to national and county government 

budgets, so it directly reduces the financing available for public spending. Even before the impact of COVID-19, the 

deterioration of the country’s public finances was evident. In March 2018, the National Treasury announced that the 

government was “broke” due, as it later emerged, to the lapsing of the country’s IMF precautionary facility as a result 

of non-compliance. After negotiations with the IMF broke down, a raft of expenditure rationalization measures were 

introduced, suggesting the start of an austerity programme. For example, Value Added Tax was introduced on fuel at 

the pump. Although it should be noted that public outcry compelled the government to subsequently reduce the rate 

from 16 percent to 8 percent. 

 In this context, lending to Kenya has rightly come under greater scrutiny, and there have been some disturbing 

trends. Over the last decade, all categories of public debt have grown steadily, and both public and private capital 

has flooded into Kenya facilitated by the revival of an infrastructure-led growth paradigm. Such lending has been 

under the guise of development, but in reality, there is a lack of evidence of its development impact. In fact, too often 

it puts the pursuit of profit above the country’s needs. Further, when it comes to paying back expensive and 

unsustainable loans, the poorest citizens pay the highest price through punitive taxation measures. While 

unscrupulous profit-seeking investors are undoubtedly driving these injustices, the Kenyan Government is 

responsible for accepting these questionable investments and failing to make important economic decisions 

transparent and open to scrutiny, in contravention of the public finance principles enshrined in Article 201 of the 

Constitution.

 An example is the debt financed Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) project. A report on the inquiry into the use of the 

SGR by the National Assembly Departmental Committee on Transport, Public Works and Housing reveals the 

negative impacts on the socio - economic welfare including: Road truckers collective redundances; Closure of 

trucking businesses; Impact on warehousing businesses: Contraction of roadside business that have seen many 

towns mushrooming along the northern transport corridor; Relocation or closure of container freight stations; Job 

losses (loaders, drivers, mechanics, shops, hotel attendants); Increase in crime rate and social ills; and drop in 

Mombasa county revenues. The Committee recommends that the government should initiate the process of 

renegotiating the loan terms of the SGR with the lender due to the prevailing economic distress occasioned by the 

effects of Covid-19 pandemic. 

 The COVID-19 crisis has exacerbated the financial tensions in the country. The National Treasury has publicly 

announced that the country will not take the offered G20 Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) but will rather try 

to negotiate bilaterally. In the meantime, new money from the IMF and World Bank is landing in the country, and 

government has stated its intention to refinance commercial debt.   

 There is no doubt that Kenya is in a serious debt and development dilemma. Without concerted action from 

government, and the willingness to confront the considerable political and financial implications of doing so, the 

country is heading for a full-blown public debt crisis that will hit the poorest hardest. 
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2.    Kenya Article IV Consultation Staff Report IMF County Report No. 18/295 October 2018
        NB. Kenya’s debt level has not been updated since 2018, and therefore this rating does not take into account more recent increases in the nation’s debt.
3.    https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/economy/Rotich-seeks-national-budget-cut-on-Sh84bn-revenue-shortfall/3946234-4332496-lba5y8/index.html 
4.    https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001295614/president-uhuru-proposes-fuel-vat-reduced-to-8-percent
5.    http://www.parliament.go.ke/sites/default/files/2020-09/TPWH%20Report%20I quiry%20into%20the%20Use%20of%20SGR%2022.9.2020.pdf
6.    https://www.treasury.go.ke/media-centre/news-updates/764-kenya-seeks-2-3-billion-loan-from-imf-to-help-economic-recovery.html



Chapter 1: 

     Looking back at Kenya’s changing fortunes 

 Mobilizing sufficient resources to finance public goods is one of the defining challenges of economic development. The 

composition of financing has changed significantly since independence, in response to financial and political Kenya’s 

shocks, as well as the different policies of the incumbent regimes. This has played an important role in influencing the 

level and sustainability of  debt, and has laid the foundations of today’s public debt and development dilemma.Kenya’s

  

 1.1 From crisis to recovery, and back again?

 In the first decade immediately after independence, increased government expenditure from  to  Kenya 18 30 percent

of , while reducing the external finance dependency from  to  of the budget.  This situation GDP 20 percent 10 percent

more or less continued through the  and , albeit punctuated by short episodes of turbulence.  also 70s 80s Kenya

augmented domestic resources with . According to  data (see Figure 1), Official Development Assistance (ODA) World Bank

the country attracted high levels of , averaging  of the country’s national income between  and . ODA 6 percent 1960 2016

This is  more than the  average, and three times that of lower middle-income developing 60 percent sub-Saharan Africa

countries in the same period.

 

 The 90s were crisis years though. Domestic resource mobilization and liquidity substantially declined in the early 90s 

due to the impacts of the Goldenberg fraud   and excessive spending on the 1992 election.  External financing also dried 

up, as relations with donors soured due to a failure to by the government to comply with its restructuring commitments; 

and after ODA surges in the 80s and 90s, the country experienced an aid freeze resulting in negative resource flows for a 

number of years, forcing the country to implement structural adjustment measures. The economic and budgetary 

aftershocks of financial liberalization lasted to the end of the decade, and the effects of some of the public rationalization 

measures are still felt to this day. 
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Figure 1: 

Long term official Development Assistance (ODA) Kenya, Sub-Sahara Africa, and Lower Middle-Income Countries, 

ODA as % of Gross National Income (GNI) 
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7.    All analysis of economic and fiscal trends in this section, unless otherwise stated is from the various issues of the annual Economic Survey published by the Kenya National Bureau of 
       Statistics. The Economic Survey is the official source of national statistics and is available on www.knbs.or.ke.
8.    GOK, Economic Survey 1968 GoK, Government Printer. Nairobi.
9.    The macroeconomic developments of the early 90s are widely documented in several studies and reports. See for example:
       Ndung’u, Njuguna (2003) “Kenya Macroeconomic Management” in Kimenyi et al Restarting and Sustaining Economic Growth and Development in Africa. Aldershot, UK: Ashgate 
       Publishers; O'Brien, F. S. and Ryan, T.C.I. (2001) “Kenya," in Devarajan, Dollar, D.R. and Holmgren, T. (eds). Aid and reform in Africa: Lessons from ten case studies, Washington DC: World Bank
10.  The Goldenberg fraud was perpetuated by a company of the same name which entailed obtaining compensation (export subsidies) for fictional gold exports over the period 1991-93. 
        A public inquiry estimated that it cost the county Ksh. 35 billion, equivalent at the time to 50 percent of annual budget or 16 percent of GDP.



 The year 2003 saw the new National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) government start to turn things around. They 

inherited a public debt burden of around 60 percent of GDP but brought it down to just under 40 percent by the end 

of their term. This was almost entirely due to a reduction in foreign debt, which fell from 42 to 20 percent of GDP, 

while domestic debt remained at around 20 percent. The government achieved this through an improved revenue 

effort, with tax revenue reaching 18.4 per cent of GDP in 2005,  alongside considerable expenditure restraint. A 

strong recovery also helped keep the economy growing faster than debt. These factors enabled the NARC 

administration maintain moderate budget deficits, averaging 3 percent of GDP (see Figure 2). They relied heavily on 

domestic borrowing to finance the deficit.

 Under the Grand Coalition Government (2008-12) the deficit increased to an average of 5.6 percent of GDP, 

largely due to a number of shocks, including post-election violence, the global financial crisis, and significant drought. 

They continued with NARCs policy of relying more heavily on domestic borrowing to finance the deficit. 

 

 In 2013, the Jubilee government assumed office on a platform of infrastructure-led growth. Under their leadership, 

the budget deficit has risen further; it increased to 9 percent in the administration’s third year and averaged 8 

percent over their first term of 2013 to 2018 (see Figure 2). Expenditure, which both the NARC and Grand Coalition 

administrations maintained at 27 percent of GDP rose to 30 percent of GDP in the same period. While this is not an 

exceptional increase, in terms of financing, the fiscal regime has changed dramatically under the Jubilee 

administration. External finance has risen from 1.7 percent to 6 percent of GDP, and from 8 percent to 30 percent of 

expenditure during the same period. Public debt has accumulated rapidly, reaching 65.6 percent of GDP as of the 

end of June 2020, which exceeds the level of indebtedness that the NARC administration inherited after Kenya’s 

crisis years.   Further, the structure and trajectory of the current public debt makes it potentially more challenging to 

manage.

#PublicDebtCrisisKE
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Figure 2: 

Budget deficit trends by administration, Month-on-Month, % of GDP 
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11.    https://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/revenue-statistics-africa-kenya.pdf.
12.    Republic of Kenya, Public Debt Management Report 2019/20, The National Treasury and Planning, September 2020.



 1.2 The changing nature of Kenya’s debt 

 Kenya’s foreign debt in the late 90s was relatively benign, consisting wholly of concessional loans from 

multilateral and bilateral lenders. As Figure 3 shows, by 2002, multilateral lenders, who lend on more favourable 

terms than bilateral donors, accounted for two-thirds of Kenya’s foreign debt, which put it at 38 percent of the 

country’s total debt. The World Bank, whose International Development Association (IDA) soft loans window offers 

the most favorable terms of all lenders, accounted for 55 percent of foreign debt, and 32 percent of the total debt. 

By 2019 though, multilateral debt had fallen to around one third of foreign debt, and foreign commercial borrowing 

had risen to 30.6 percent.

 The NARC administration also changed the composition of domestic debt. They moved towards instruments with 

longer maturities, which reduced the frequency of refinancing, reducing the government’s exposure to increased 

interest rates. In this period, short-term Treasury Bills dropped from 35 percent to 25 percent of the total domestic 

debt, while longer-term Treasury Bonds doubled from 45 percent to 71 percent (see Figure 4).  The NARC 

government also issued progressively longer dated bonds, raising the maximum tenure from 10 years to 20 years by 

2008, 25 years by 2010, and 30 years by 2011. 
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Figure 3: 
Composition of Foreign Public Debt, % 
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  13.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey various, and Public Debt Management Report 2019/20.
  14.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey various issues.

Source: Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey various issues



 This left the country in a relatively stable public debt situation. As Table 1 shows, over the decade of NARC and 

Grand Coalition governments (2002-12) Kenya’s debt to GDP ratio declined, and interest costs declined from 15.8 

percent to 11.6 percent of revenue,  due to favorable terms on external borrowing, manageable domestic interest 

rates, and an improved revenue effort. In the same period, foreign debt fell from 8.9 to 3.7 percent as a percentage 

of exports, putting Kenya far below the 20 which is considered to put a country in debt distress. Under the Jubilee 

administration however, there have been significant changes to the scale and structure of Kenya’s debt, and these 

indicators have deteriorated sharply. First, the overall increase in Kenya’s debt in the last decade has been 

substantial. Between 2010 and 2014, Kenya’s total foreign debt doubled from Ksh 569 million to Ksh 1.138 billion, 

and in the following four years it more than doubled again, reaching Ksh 3.5 Trillion in 2020.  

 Secondly, until 2012 the Government of Kenya had no commercial debt at all, but since then it has skyrocketed, 

(as we explore further in the next section). Between 2014 and 2020, commercial debt increased by 650 percent, 

and by 2020, accounted for almost 31 percent of Kenya’s foreign debt,  and syndicated loans and bond issuances 

were among the five largest creditors. 
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Source: Compiled from the Economic Survey, various issues, 
2020 data from the Public Debt Management Report 2019/20.

Table 1: Debt Service Indicators 2002 - 2020
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  15.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey various issues.
  16.    Republic of Kenya, Public Debt Management Report 2019/20, The National Treasury and Planning, September 2020.
  17.    https://www.treasury.go.ke/economy.html?download=1114:pdmo-presentation-on-public-debt-borrowing-policy-july-2020.
  18.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey, various issues.



 Third, there have been substantial changes to bilateral lending. In 2010 Japan was the largest bilateral donor to Kenya, 

and Japanese lending accounted for 17.3 percent of the country’s foreign debt. This made it Kenya’s second largest 

creditor overall, after the World Bank (IDA lending). France was the second largest bilateral creditor accounting for almost 

5 percent of Kenya’s foreign debt. By 2014 though, China was starting to emerge as a prominent lender, on a similar 

footing with Japan, (at 7.4 and 7.1 percent of foreign debt respectively). But by 2020 China’s significant role was 

cemented. In just four years China increased its lending to Kenya almost seven-fold, becoming the country’s second 

largest creditor, and accounting for 20.5 percent of foreign debt. No other bilateral donors come close to the level of 

China’s investment in Kenya. In 2020 it accounted for 20.5 percent of bilateral lending, followed by France at 2.3 percent, 

and Germany at 2.2 percent. 

 Last, and crucially, the interest cost of Kenya’s debt has also increased sharply. As Table 1 shows, between 2012 and 

2018, it nearly doubled from 11.6 to 21.8 percent of revenue. It is also notable that it was higher in 2018 than in 2002 

when the debt burden was larger.  This reflects both a steep increase in the actual cost of the debt, as well as weak 

revenue performance. 

 Since 2012, the interest cost of domestic debt has increased substantially, from 10.4 to 18.2 percent of revenue, and 

the interest cost of foreign debt has risen even more steeply, from 1.2 percent to 5.7 percent.  Foreign debt service has 

also more than doubled, from 8.9 to 30.2 percent of export earnings between 2012 and 2020. This is partly due to the 

overall increase of foreign debt under Jubilee, from 18 to 34.4 percent of GDP, but also due to the composition of this 

debt.  

 

 The World Bank Group (IDA), Chinese lending, International Sovereign Bond (ISB), and foreign commercial are the 

largest contributors to Kenya’s foreign debt today. In 2020, they stand at 24.8, 20.5, 18.5 and 10.6 percent respectively, 

meaning together they account for 74.4 percent of Kenya’s foreign debt. Chinese lending and foreign commercial lending 

command high levels of interest, and risk to borrowers. Therefore, we now go on to consider these two types of lending in 

more detail.

 1.3 Skyrocketing foreign commercial debt 

 In 2012, Kenya contracted its first large foreign commercial debt in the form of a $50m syndicated bank loan. 

The Jubilee administration inherited this, and on running into payment difficulties in late 2015, took out another, to the 

value of $750m, to tide the country over.  Since then, syndicated bank loans have become a staple source of funding for 

Kenya. At the close of the 2019/20 financial year, external commercial bank loans stand at Ksh 1,022,402 Million, 

accounting for 30.5 per cent of Kenya’s total external debt, with external debt service payment to commercial creditors at 

Ksh 34,280.72 million, comprising 42 percent of external debt service. 

 In 2008, the Grand Coalition government decided to enter the market and indicated that it planned to issue a $500m 

Eurobond   to provide a benchmark price to enable the private sector to borrow internationally, and to diversify funding 

sources. They had no intention of raising additional money to fund the budget through bonds, yet as the issue approached, 

the amount of money to be raised increased. First it rose to $1b, then $1.5b, and ultimately to $2b  plus an additional 

$850m in “tap sales”,  bringing the total to $2.85b. This was the largest debut bond by an African issuer at the time.

 

 This astronomical rise in unplanned borrowing was largely driven by ‘yield hunting’, or in other words, investors looking 

for places that could get better returns. Thanks to post-financial crisis quantitative easing, in the late 2000s, US and EU 

markets were awash with excess liquidity,  and facing low and even negative returns. On the other hand, Africa was 

entering a second decade of robust growth and stability, making it an attractive prospect. Kenya went back to the market 

in February 2018 and raised another $2.1b, adding up to $4.8b in total.  By the end of 2020, the country’s foreign 

commercial debt had skyrocketed to Ksh 1 Trillion. 
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19.    Republic of Kenya, Public Debt Management Report 2019/20, The National Treasury and Planning, September 2020. 
20.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey, various issues.
21.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey, various issues.
22.    Compiled from the Kenya Economic Survey, various issues.
23.    Republic of Kenya, Quarterly Economic and Budget Review, The National Treasury and Planning, September 2020.
24.    < https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/ea/4552908-500208-format-xhtml-3d6c6r/index.html > accessed on 2.12.2020.
25.    https://www.bbc.com/news/business-28021749
26.    Tap sales refers to an open-ended bond issue that the government can “tap” at its discretion as opposed to regular issues which have a stated opening and closing date. 
27.    https://www.ft.com/content/4397a32a-f572-11e3-be21-00144feabdc0
28.    Quantitative easing is a monetary policy operation where the central banks buys governments bonds and other specified securities held by financial institutions on a large scale so 
          as to inject liquidity in the financial system, such as was pursued by the financial the US Federal Reserve as well and European monetary authorities following the 2007 financial crisis. 
          The US Federal Reserve’s QE program, which ran from 2008 to 2014, injected US$ 4.5 trillion into global financial system.
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 Syndicated bank loans are a particularly risky source of development finance. First, they carry high interest rates. 

While terms of Kenya’s recent loans have not been disclosed, the 2015 Public Debt Register lists the interest rate of 

the first $50m syndicated loan at 17.355%. This is far higher than the 5.875% interest rate of Kenya’s first five-year 

Eurobond, or the most recent 7- and 12- year bonds (May 2019) which attracted rates of 7 and 8 percent, 

respectively. Syndicated bank loans are also usually shorter term, which means more frequent refinancing and 

greater exposure to increased interest rates. Finally, they are more likely to be subject to volatile variable interest 

rates. Eurobonds pay a fixed rate; hence interest rate risk exposure is only at maturity when the government needs 

to refinance them. Syndicated bank loans may be fixed or variable interest rate loans though, and the latter can 

increase costs significantly.

 If the government fails to pay these, for example if their creditworthiness or market conditions deteriorate, 

investors will be looking at the chances of a default or an upcoming debt restructuring, which imply severe costs for 

the borrower. In recent months it has become increasingly likely that Kenya will be unable to meet debt repayments, 

as the IMF’s recent downgrading of Kenya to ‘high level of debt distress’ clearly indicates. This is thanks, in large 

part, to the deteriorating economic environment as the COVID-19 pandemic continues. 

 In Kenya’s case, reaching a default point may push the country into a long period of economic downturn, but to 

avoid a default Kenya will have to take new debt, and especially in these turbulent times, this will mean debt with 

significantly higher interest rates given on a shorter term basis. This course of action will only serve to worsen the 

public debt situation though and postpone the serious renegotiations that ultimately cannot be avoided.

 It should also be noted that some key bilateral lenders give loans on similar terms to syndicated loans, and with 

similar interest exposure. This is true of loans from China EximBank, the dominant Chinese lender to Kenya,  and 

according to the 2015 Public Debt Register, 15 out of 22 loans from the French lender AFD’s 22 are of variable 

interest loans.

 1.4 Stock take of Kenya s overall external debt portfolio.  

 Kenya has maintained a spread overall public debt portfolio, with private lenders increasing their weight overall, 

and the IDA / World Bank remaining as the number one multilateral creditor. The balance between multilateral, 

bilateral and commercial creditors is significant - none of the three are above 40% or under 30%. So, we can say 

that the portfolio is diversified among all three sources, each of which has very particular characteristics. 

 But the situation has changed drastically in the last decade. In 2010, 62% of Kenya´s debt was multilateral, with 

almost half being owed to the World Bank, with Japan as the second largest creditor, with 18% of the claims. By 

2014, the situation had already shifted, with public debt doubling within four years and the first issuances of 

sovereign bonds. By 2018, the debt composition kept changing and the overall debt stock more than doubled in the 

four years period. The biggest change is the movement of China from fifth creditor (with 7% of overall claims in 

2014), to number one with 21.82% of all debts in 2018) and remains number one bilateral creditor (with 20.5 per 

cent of all external debts in 2020). 
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   These numbers show that the evolution of the Kenyan portfolio has followed three major patterns: 

       ●  Steep Growth of commercial debt, with both syndicated loans and bond issuances in the top five, adding up to                

more than 35% of the debt claims. Until 2012 the Government of Kenya had no private debt at all. Between 2014  

and 2018 private debts expanded a 286%. 

       ●  Stable growth of multilateral debts, with the IDA / World Bank and African Development Bank being the main 

funders (growing 39% in the period). 

       ●   Steep growth of bilateral debts, with only China (increase of 480.000 Ksh million) and Japan (increase of 13.000 

Ksh million) with a bigger share than in 2014. Of the total increase of 177% in bilateral claims, 97% come from the 

new funding by China. 

       ●   Since 2020 however, a revision in government policy has witnessed an increase in the share of multilateral debt 

as government mainly contracts debt in concessional terms from multilateral creditors, in line with its efforts to 

restructure debt. 
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 1.5 A long term development finance relation with China

 China was one of the first countries to extend development grants to Kenya after independence, but for a long time the 

relationship remained low key, as Kenya leaned more towards the West during the height of the cold war. Today though, 

Kenya is China’s third largest debtor in Africa, after Angola and Ethiopia,  and in June 2020, Kenya’s total debt to China 

stood at US $6,753.13 million.  As we mentioned above, China accounts for 67% of Kenya’s bilateral debt, making them by 

far the country’s largest bilateral lender, as well as 20.5 percent of foreign debt, and 33 percent of the total external public 

debt service as of June 2020.

 Some argue that increased lending from China is one of the major drivers of in Kenya’s debt crisis. Over a five-year 

period, China has contributed 15 percent of Kenya’s overall debt increase, and 29 percent of the country’s increase in 

foreign debt. It should be noted though, that this is considerably less than foreign commercial borrowing which has 

contributed 26 percent of total debt increase, and half of the increase in foreign debt in the same period.

 China’s loans do seem to be more expensive than commercial debt though. They carry a debt to interest ratio of 1.5, 

compared to 1.3 for foreign commercial debt, (and 0.5 for multilateral lenders).   Also, while principal repayments on 

China’s debt are currently very low, accounting for only 3.8% of the total principal on foreign debt, this is a temporary 

situation. 

 At the end of 2018, 93 percent of Kenya’s outstanding debt to China was loans for the new Mombasa to Nairobi 

standard gauge railway (SGR). At $5.1 billion, the debt on this project was equivalent to the entire World Bank portfolio, and 

more than double what Kenya owed all other bilateral lenders combined. Given the prominence of this single project in 

Kenya’s debt portfolio, a closer examination offers useful insights into the Kenyan Government’s approach to taking on 

major debt, and some of the realities of large-scale infrastructure investment in the region.

Chapter 2: 

The Mombasa to Nairobi Railway: the largest investment project 

in Kenya’s history

 For a project of its scale, the SGR has a short and hazy history. The first mention of a new rail-way in official documents 

appears in Kenya’s Vision 2030 Medium Term Plan II 2013-17(MTPII), which refers to the “completion of preliminary 

designs for Mombasa/Malaba standard gauge rail” as one of the achievements in the previous planning period. The MTP I 

does not mention any plan for a new railway though, but rather lists improving the performance of the old Rift Valley 

Railways line as one of its top priorities. Despite this, the construction contract with the China Road and Bridge Corporation 

(CRBC) for the new railway was signed before the MTP II was finalized in 2013.  

 What we now know about the origin of the new railway came to light from the submissions of senior government officials 

to the Parliamentary Transport Committee that reviewed the project in 2014. According to these disclosures, the project was 

mooted by the Presidents of Kenya and Uganda in a joint communique issued in October 2008, and the project received 

cabinet approval in August 2012. Given that the construction contract was signed in June 2012, this implies it preceded 

cabinet approval.  The bulk of the operation, however, was signed after the new Government came into office, in an MoU 

dated May 2014.
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 The case for a new railway was that there was no viable alternative to improve freight capacity, and that the old railway 

was obsolete. However, a 1993 World Bank technical note, “Economics of Rail Gauge in the East African Community” 

contended that the same freight capacity could be achieved by revamping the existing meter gauge railways, and at a 

fraction of the cost of building a new standard gauge railway.   They estimated that the desired performance could be 

achieved by refurbishing the meter gauge rail, at less than 10 percent of the cost, or upgrading it to standard gauge at 30 

percent of the cost. Although these findings, and questions of cost effectiveness were raised in public debate and in 

Parliament,  no government response was forthcoming. Also, both China and the Kenyan government embarked on the 

$8b new railway deal, without a feasibility study for the whole project.

 There is also some evidence that the whole operation was based on unrealistic pricing. An agreement signed between 

Kenya Railways and Kenya Ports Authority in September 2014,   that underpins the collateral for the loans, includes a 

schedule of cargo the KPA was obliged to consign to the railway to meet the loan repayments. But the premise of this 

schedule is flawed; it is based on a tariff of $0.12 per km per tonne, which translates to double the gazetted rate. This 

calls into serious question the loan appraisal capability the Chinese financial institutions and Kenyan officials involved.

 In other words, the country’s biggest ever public infrastructure project was proposed, designed, approved, and 

contracted, behind the scenes, based on flawed analysis, and without the proper cabinet approval. It then went ahead 

without due diligence, and despite evidence that it appeared to be an unnecessarily expensive option.

 2.1 The failures of Kenya’s new SGR 

 Construction of the new railway began in June 2014, and it was completed on schedule; passenger services were 

launched in July 2017, and freight services in January 2018. The aim was a commercially viable railway, that was cheaper 

and more efficient than road haulage, but as of today it has failed to achieve this, and ordinary citizen and small 

businesses have paid a high price. 

 Even the discounted tariffs offered during the first year of operation were barely better than the cost of road haulage, 

and then there are the significant “last mile” costs of transportation, from the freight station to the owner’s premises, to 

pay in addition. Consequently, use of the rail services did not pick up as quickly as had been hoped. The Government 

therefore took regulatory action to increase use of rail for freight, but this had negative consequences for ordinary citizens 

and small businesses and were extremely disruptive. 

 For example, new measures required all freight destined beyond Mombasa, to be consigned to Nairobi and shipped by 

rail. This increased the costs to small traders, who could no longer share containers to ship their small consignments of 

merchandise together and have them separated in Mombasa and sent on to their final destinations. Instead many traders 

found themselves having to travel to Nairobi to retrieve and transport their cargo. Also, the Inland Container Depot (ICD) in 

Nairobi was unprepared for the increased volume of freight, making congestion a serious problem. This has cost shippers 

more in demurrage and led to poor container handling and more frequent damage. These problems escalated to a crisis 

after the full published tariffs came into force in January 2019.
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 The March “Report of the Joint Committee on the Efficiency and Cost of Effectiveness of the Transportation of 

Cargo using the SGR,”   shed further light on the situation. It found that on average, rail transport from Mombasa to 

Nairobi costs 2.2 times as much as road for 20ft containers, and 2.5 times more for 40ft containers. Even if the 

government subsidised the new railway to bring costs close enough to road to be competitive, it estimated that the 

best-case scenario for the railway would still be 20 to 30 percent more expensive than freighting by road. While it is 

true that these numbers do not take into account the environmental externalities of road traffic versus a much 

cleaner and safer railway, but the difference in cost seems too high even when taking this into account.

 Also, the railway has not achieved the promised capacity of more than 22 million metric tonnes of freight. 

This was always doubtful as it would require running 16 trains each day, and in practice more, given it is a single-

track railway and over 80 percent of freight flows as imports in one direction from Mombasa to Nairobi. This would 

all be in addition to passenger trains. A report produced by policy think tank KIPPRA indicates the actual operational 

capacity of the new railway is just 8.76 million tonnes.  This means actual capacity is below 40% of the original 

promised capacity in the official plans.

 2.2 A shift in China s funding strategies 

 The first wave of financing for Kenya’s SGR, from China Exim Bank, comprised a concessional loan of US$ 1.6b 

and a commercial loan of US$ 1.633 billion. The concessional loan would carry a term of 20 years, 7-year grace, a 2 

percent interest rate, and commitment and management fees at 1.5 percent of the loan value. The commercial loan 

carried a term of 15 years, with 5-year grace, and interest at LIBOR+360 basis points, as well as 6.83 percent 

insurance and 1.5 percent in commitment fees. Chinese financing amounted to 90 percent of the total project cost,   

excluding land acquisition, and the government was to finance this along with the remainder through a Railway 

Development Levy of 1.5 percent on imports, and budgetary allocations. 

 In April 2019 though, China pulled the plug on the second phase of the railway project. It is likely this was due to 

a change of direction and strategy in China’s development lending that was emerging at this time, rather than the 

failings of the railway. The international community became more cautious at this time, as the country’s growing 

debt problems became increasingly apparent.

 On the eve of the May 2019 Belt and Road Initiative Summit, China released a new “Debt Sustainability 

Framework for Participating Countries of the Belt and Road Initiative”, based on the IMF and World Bank Debt 

Sustainability Framework for Low Income Countries. The text suggests an African focus, and the start of the second 

paragraph specifically references the Addis Ababa Action Agenda. Speaking on the eve of the BRI Summit, China’s 

finance minister also pledged to work with “other financial institutions such as the World Bank and IMF to promote 

high quality and standard finance systems for BRI projects globally.”  
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 It is also likely that China was getting cold feet due to the risk an investment of this size would expose them to. 

The initial Kshs. 800bn ($8b)   price tag for the Kenya railway project was 15 percent of Kenya’s GDP, and at the 

time of financing in 2014 it represented 5.4 percent. This constitutes a significantly higher risk than China takes at 

home. Today, China has 27 approved large domestic infrastructure projects, with a total value of $220b, which is 

around only 1.8 percent of GDP, and the largest of these, Shanghai Urban Rail, has a price tag of $44b, which is 

less than 0.4 percent of GDP. 

 2.3 Consequences of the SGR 

 It is clear that Kenya’s SGR railway cannot pay for itself. As the Joint Committee report   identifies, the only way 

the railway can charge a competitive tariff, is by the government, and therefore the taxpayer, assuming its 

substantial and growing debt. The SGR loans total $5.2b, and this is about to increase as grace periods expire, and 

principal payments commence from July 2019. According to the public debt register, by FY 2022/23 these principal 

payments will amount to $313m per year, and assuming the terms of the $1.6b Nairobi to Naivasha segment loan is 

on the same terms, another $160b per year will also kick in two years later.

 Paying this principal from revenue puts a serious strain on a recurrent budget, especially one that is already 

squeezed by the interest burden. This means the only alternative is to refinance. Syndicated commercial bank loans 

are the most readily available debt for Kenya, but these are also likely to be the most expensive. Kenya would 

therefore likely end up in a situation, where the interest burden of the railway will remain, even after the loans have 

been repaid.  

 Today Kenya is facing substantial actual financial losses, and high opportunity costs, as a result of this project. 

Both serve to limit public spending, including on pro-poor investments like education, health, water and sanitation. 

In essence, the SGR has been an expensive gamble that ordinary Kenyan citizens will be paying off for a long time to 

come.

Chapter 3: 

Understanding the drivers of onerous debt in Kenya 

 While the SGR case offers one example of a large project with dubious social purpose, that is driving debt and 

undermining Kenya’s public finances, it takes place in a wider context of interconnected interests. Private lenders, 

multilateral institutions and other bilateral funders are actively contributing to Kenya’s onerous debt burden, and the 

Government of Kenya is responsible for making financial decisions that allow them to do so.

 There are two underlining drivers of burgeoning debt in Kenya, and across Africa; namely a return to an 

infrastructure-led development paradigm, and a deterioration of the quality of development finance. Both of these 

trends have given increased prominence to commercial interests and have eroded the basis of sustainable external 

finance available for development purposes. It is no accident that they have taken place alongside a rapid upscale of 

foreign commercial debt in Kenya. These factors point to a collective failure by donors and development institutions.
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. 3.1 A return to infrastructure and capital fundamentalism  

 In September 2010, the AfDB published a paper titled Infrastructure Deficit and Opportunities in Africa,  that 

estimated the continent’s total infrastructure capital requirement between 2010 and 2020 at $930b, and a 

financing gap of $310b over the same period. These calculations were based on figures in an earlier report, “Africa’s 

Infrastructure: A time for Transformation”,  co-published by the World Bank and the French Development Agency 

(AFD) in 2010. Both papers pitched infrastructure investment in Africa as a huge opportunity for private capital. 

Indeed, a follow up AfDB paper, “Closing Africa’s Infrastructure Gap: Innovative Financing and Risks”,  makes the 

case that private international capital could be tapped to fill the infrastructure financing gap using PPPs, private 

equity, and various types of bonds.

 In subsequent years, with the strong backing of influential multilateral DFIs, the Africa infrastructure deficit 

became popular in both financial markets and international development circles. For example, it gained prominent 

endorsements in the mid-2010s from the UN and the Brookings Institution.  And while billions have been spent on 

major infrastructure projects in recent years, a healthy ‘opportunity’ remains; AfDB now estimates Africa’s capital 

requirement at $130b to $170b a year, and the annual financing deficit at $68 to $108.52. 

 This renewed enthusiasm for infrastructure-led growth has helped to fuel an upsurge in foreign commercial debt 

available to Kenya and other African nations. It is strongly advocated for by Western lenders, multilateral institutions, 

and China alike, and has been seized upon by private capital in developed countries seeking new markets, as well as 

large public actors. For example, it is notable that the ‘Africa infrastructure deficit’ paradigm rose to prominence 

again in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, when the markets were about to be flooded with liquidity. 

 As already mentioned, in the case of Kenya’s debut bond this led to an influx of capital that was an astronomical 

increase on the funding the government initially sought. It has also been reflected in the sharp rise in African bonds. 

Prior to 2007, there was one African sovereign bond in the market, a $200m bond issued by Seychelles. By the time 

of Kenya’s debut bond in 2014, the value of African bonds had risen to $9.9b, and by March 2019 it crossed the 

$100b mark. It is also notable that multilateral institutions are playing an active role in promoting infrastructure 

investment, as both lenders and facilitators of private capital.

 Kenya’s SGR is a product of this renewed focus on infrastructure-led development and underlines its failings. It 

offers a clear example of a major African infrastructure project that is failing commercially, failing to deliver 

economic and social development impact, and rapidly accruing increasingly unsustainable debt that undermines 

development efforts. Such results should not come as a surprise. 

 The public debt crisis that triggered structural adjustment in the 1980s and 90s was also precipitated by capital 

fundamentalism, which held that underdevelopment was essentially a problem of capital shortage. This was despite 

evidence to the contrary. For example, at that time Africa was registering its fastest growth since the 1960s, and the 

non-resource rich countries that were growing the fastest, did so without particularly strong infrastructure. Ethiopia, 

Rwanda, Mozambique, and Tanzania were growing at around 7 percent, despite being relatively infrastructure poor, 

even within Africa. 

 Despite these lessons, here we are again, in an era that champions infrastructure investment as the cornerstone 

of development, and with a spiraling public debt crisis in Africa. 
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 3.2 The race to the bottom on development finance standards 

 Some have argued that China’s entry into the development lending arena, has accelerated a race to the bottom in 

the quality of development lending more broadly. Initially, when competition emerged from non-OECD donors like 

China, Western donors sought to raise standards, establishing and strengthening development effectiveness 

principles. But over time, most development finance lenders have moved towards private sector and infrastructure 

lending.

 For example, in the early 2010s, the Obama administration spoke out strongly in favour of a development model 

rooted in aid effectiveness principles, in direct response to concerns that the US was losing ground to China, 

especially in Africa. On her first trip to Africa, then US Foreign Secretary, Hilary Clinton, characterised it “a model of 

sustainable partnership that adds value, rather than extracts it”, and stated further that “America will stand up for 

democracy and universal human rights even when it might be easier to look the other way and keep the resources 

flowing.”    Since then though US development policies have moved towards a more market-oriented approach. 

 In October 2018, the US enacted a law The Better Utilization of Investments Leading to Development (BUILD) Act, 

which transforms the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) into a fully-fledged and better funded 

development finance agency, to be known as the US International Development Finance Corporation (IDFC). OPIC’s 

old mandate limits it to lending money to US companies for ventures abroad, but the new corporation will be able to 

make direct equity investments into these ventures, in a similar way to the IFC, World Bank’s private sector lending 

arm. It has been proposed that the lending resources will grow to $60b, which is double that of OPIC. This figure also 

led this to be reported as a new fund to “counter” China’s influence in Africa, as it was seen to be matching China’s 

$60b pledge to Africa during the Forum on Africa-China Cooperation (FOCAC) Summit earlier in 2018. 

 The IDFC represents an expansion of a commercial approach to international development finance. It stands in 

opposition to aid-effectiveness-led initiatives and institutions, such as PEPFAR and the Millennium Challenge 

Corporation (MCC), both of which provide pure grant aid, as well as the Africa Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) 

that gives African countries unfettered access to the US market. The IDFC does not represent a new or isolated 

approach though. Rather it is a continuation a trend towards greater promotion of commercial interests in 

development among western donors.

 Another US project that had an impact in Kenya, provides a clear example of this. In 2013, the US administration 

launched “Power Africa”, whose stated goal is to increase Africa’s electricity generation by 30,000 MW by 2020. It 

was recently billed by the AfDB as “one of the most ambitious plans for regional infrastructure development”.  They 

also described it as a framework that includes “financing from commercial banks, private equity firms, and major 

energy companies” and as a “focal point for the energy infrastructure activities of a range of US. agencies, including 

the Export-Import Bank, the Agency for International development, and the Overseas Private Investment 

Corporation.” The initiative lists as partners several key bilateral donor countries, including Canada, UK, France, 

Japan, Korea, Sweden, Norway, Israel. However, China, is a notable omission.

 

 So, despite protestation from western lenders that their own development lending is superior to that of non-OECD 

donors, there has certainly been a move towards private sector and infrastructure lending among most development 

finance lenders. This has played a role in focusing international finance on large infrastructure, to the neglect of 

smaller infrastructure and social sector investments which are badly needed in Kenya and other African nations.
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 3.3 Political flagship projects 

 Kenya’s Jubilee government assumed office on a platform of infrastructure-led growth, building on previous flagship 

infrastructure projects that were the cornerstone of Vision 2030, the development strategy launched by the NARC 

administration towards the end of its term. In addition to the Mombasa to Nairobi Standard Gauge Railway line (SGR), which 

was to become the Jubilee administration’s flagship project, they also launched other major energy and road projects. The 

following examples help to illuminate how the wider trends of infrastructure investment and the commercialization of 

development finance have played out in Kenya. In 2014, shortly after assuming office the Jubilee administration embarked 

on a plan to increase electricity generation capacity by 5,000 MW by the year 2016. If achieved, this would have increased 

the installed capacity more than fourfold, from 1,600 to 6,600 MW. Like the SGR this initiative came out of the blue; Kenya 

has a well-established 20-year electricity investment master plan that is updated on a rolling basis, known as the “Least 

Cost Power Development Plan”, but this new electricity initiative was not included in it. In 2015, the government also 

launched an initiative to connect 70 percent of households by 2017, and to achieve universal connectivity by 2020. It is at 

this point that alignment with the US Power Africa initiative became evident. In early 2017, with generation capacity at 2400 

MW, the Power Africa initiative was shelved, and the increase in generation capacity was all due to plants already under 

construction prior to it starting. There simply was not the demand for greater expansion, and today supply continues to far 

outstrip demand. As of the end of 2018, Kenya’s electricity generation capacity stands at 2700 MW, compared to a peak 

demand requirement of 1800 MW. In 2017, an official of the Kenya Power and Lighting Company (KPLC) told the media that 

940,668 electricity connections were “non-vending”, or in other words, not generating revenue.  A year later, it was reported 

that 880,000 connections under the Last Mile connectivity programme were dormant and had not been paid for. This had 

contributed to the Kenya Power and Lighting Company (KPLC) suffering bad debts of Ksh. 2.8b.  Kenya has clearly run into 

demand constraints, which calls the utility of the Power Africa initiative into question. Among the projects that could benefit 

from the US’s new IDFC, is the proposed Mombasa to Nairobi toll highway that will be built by US construction giant Bechtel. 

Specific details are unavailable,  but a cost of US$3b (Ksh.300b) has been mentioned,  and Bechtel has also recently 

described it as a “Hybrid Public-Private Partnership (PPP)”, with financing from OPIC, US Export-Import Bank, and UK Export 

Finance Agency  (The Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA) speech). A hybrid PPP is usually a project that is co-funded by 

both government and private capital, which tends to be an indication that it is not commercially viable. This project shares 

some of the disturbing features of the railway. Its origins are unclear, it has high political profile, including US government 

backing, and questions have been raised about its viability,  meeting with no response from the Kenyan Government. It also 

represents another major investment in the Mombasa - Nairobi corridor; if the project goes ahead the corridor will have two 

highways and two railways running in parallel. There are also serious questions to be answered about value for money, as 

cost estimates for the road seem very high indeed. A rough estimate, based on cost projections for upgrading two other 

sections of road,  puts the cost of upgrading the 473km long section of the highway somewhere in the order of Sh. 230b 

($2.18b) , which is less than the quoted cost of the $3b project. Also, this is a high estimate given this middle section 

passes through terrain that is cheaper and easier to build on. 
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 3.4 Putting profit before people

 In the 1990s western aid donors in the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD (OECD-DAC) went 

through a lot of soul searching to improve their development impact, culminating in the 2005 Paris Declaration on Aid 

Effectiveness, and the subsequent Accra Agenda for Action. Today though, there is a real risk that commitment to 

these accords is being eroded, and the interests of private capital are being put ahead of pro-poor investment.

 Both Power Africa, and Kenya’s proposed Mombasa to Nairobi highway project, illustrate the dangers of this new 

private capital. While there is no denying that Africa requires capital and infrastructure, there is a fundamental 

mismatch between these genuine needs, and the priorities of international private and public capital. While China’s 

influence has arguably played a role in driving this watering down of development principles, the overarching problem 

seems to be the infrastructure-led growth paradigm, which has put the pursuit of profit above Africa’s needs.

 3.5 Budgeted Corruption 

 The conventional understanding of budgetary corruption is that it usually manifests itself on the budget at the 

procurement phase to influence the award of contracts. This in turn is reflected in inflated price and poor-quality 

projects. The idea of budgeted corruption implies that projects are inflated during the budgeting phase, or they may 

even be conceived and put in the budget not for their socio-economic value but as special purpose vehicles for 

corruption. Simply put, money is budgeted already earmarked to be stolen. 

 From National Youth Service (NYS) I & II, Eurobond to the Arror/Kimwarer dams, these support the theory of 

budget corruption. The case of the Arror and Kimwarer dams for instance, it has emerged that Ksh. 21b (US$210m), 

close to a third of the Sh. 65b ($650m) has already been spent even though no work on the dams has been done. In 

his report on the Auditor General concludes that it is impossible to ascertain the truth about the money because 

several agencies spent money outside of the government’s financial system. The report identifies Sh.725b that was 

spent outside the system, close to four times the Eurobond proceeds in question, making the audit futile. In short, 

there are no receipts.

 The fiscal dynamics of a corruption driven budget will be fundamentally different from those of a budget that is merely 

affected by corruption. If indeed corruption is factored into budget, then it becomes a determinant of expenditure, and a 

driver of the deficit and the debt. It also means that there are powerful interests against scaling down expenditures. Even 

when expenditure restraint or cutbacks become imperative, the budget lines that are captive to the corruption cartels will 

be ring-fenced from expenditure cuts. This in turn means that the fiscal consolidation if imperative, will fall on “soft targets” 

such as social spending. This is already evident in the fiscal strategy in which we have evidenced a decline in the county 

share of revenue, while development expenditures continue to rise unabated.   



Total Revenue

         Tax Revenue

Expenditure

         Recurrent

         Development

         County Transfers

Deficit

         Foreign Financing

         Domestic Financing

GDP

% of GDP

Total Revenue

Tax Revenue

Expenditure

         Recurrent

         Development

         County Transfer

Deficit

         Foreign Financing

         Domestic Financing

GDP

FY17/18

1,522

1,365

2,146

1,350

470

327

631

355

273

8,796

17.3

15.5

24.4

15.3

5.3

3.7

7.2

4.0

3.1

100.0

FY18/19

1,832

1,652

2,514

1,513

631

365

635

320

310

10,030

18.3

16.5

25.1

15.1

6.3

3.6

6.3

3.2

3.1

100.0

FY19/20

2,089

1,877

2,711

1,633

671

322

578

307

271

11,347

18.4

16.5

23.9

14.4

5.9

2.8

5.1

2.7

2.4

100.0

FY20/21

2,370

2,155

2,922

1,818

724

375

500

284

216

12,796

18.5

16.8

22.8

14.2

5.7

2.9

3.9

2.2

1.7

100.0

FY21/22

2,718

2,465

3,252

2,043

820

383

479

247

232

14,475

18.8

17.0

22.5

14.1

5.7

2.6

3.3

1.7

1.6

100.0

FY22/23

3,079

2,797

3,641

2,284

956

393

504

248

262

16,392

18.8

17.1

22.2

13.9

5.8

2.4

3.1

1.5

1.6

100.0

Table 2: Government Fiscal Strategy FY2019/20 - FY2022/23
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Chapter 4: 

     Kenya’s policy dilemmas 

 There are three paths out of debt distress: growth, fiscal adjustment, and debt restructuring and relief. First, an economy 

that grows faster than the public debt will eventually reduce the debt burden, and also increase the ability to service the 

public debt. Second, fiscal adjustment can tackle a large and longstanding budget deficit, and stop the debt growing, 

through public spending cuts and increased taxation. This is fraught with challenges and risks though; resistance to reform 

might spark social unrest and political instability, reform is also likely to stifle growth and deter investment in the short-term, 

all of which can severely undermine the desired economic recovery. Third, a negotiated debt restructuring that includes 

relief can lead partial write-offs or rescheduling. While fairly common, this can be a complex and painful process, as was 

demonstrated by the Greek debt crisis. 

 These are not mutually exclusive options, and the task of a debt recovery strategy is to decide how best to combine and 

sequence them. An examination of Kenya’s FY2019/20 budget (Table 2) shows that the Government aims to reduce the 

budget deficit from 7.2 percent of GDP in FY17/18, to 3.1 percent by FY22/23. So how do they plan to achieve this? 

 



 We can see that they are not reducing spending significantly; Table 2 shows that expenditure is projected to grow by a 

healthy 11 percent per year over the period FY2019/2020 – FY2022/2023 so this is far from an austerity budget. 

Instead, the budget is balanced based on projections of strong economic growth (rising to 7 percent, and with an average 

of 6.6 percent over the FY2019/2020 – FY2022/2023), and increased revenue, (from 17 percent to 19 percent of GDP). 

This combination yields an overall revenue growth of 15 percent per year, which comfortably exceeds the 11 percent 

expenditure growth. However, there is no evidence to support such optimistic projections. 

 Firstly, in recent years, government revenue has been performing poorly. Despite seemingly robust economic growth, 

tax revenue last financial year (FY2017/18) was 15.5 percent of GDP, down from 18 percent in FY2013/14. As Table 2 

shows, tax comprises the lion’s share of revenue in Kenya, and the budget projects tax revenue at 16.5 percent of GDP in 

FY2018/19. However, the actual figures for the first eleven months of the year, along with the Treasury’s GDP forecast for 

FY2018/19, put this figure at 14 percent. If accurate as of year-end, that would make this the sixth year in a row of 

declining tax revenue yield. It should be noted that in the 2018 Africa Regional Economic Outlook,   the IMF makes the 

case that Africa has room to raise additional revenue, on the basis of low revenue to GDP ratios. However, as this paper 

has explained, Kenya’s falling revenue to GDP ratio is a consequence of the debt rather than an indication of a ‘revenue 

gap’ that can be exploited. 

 Secondly, there is evidence that Kenya’s growth is largely being sustained by the economic stimulus effect of deficit 

spending as opposed to expansion of the productive capacity of the economy. For example, the government’s analysis in 

their 2017 Public Expenditure Review,   shows that close to half of the country’s growth is now coming from public 

spending, and the rest from private consumption. It also found that the private sector investment’s contribution to growth 

declined from 2012 to 2015, and actually became negative in 2016 and 2017. The government has crowded out private 

investment to a very considerable extent. Without a minimum level of private investment, the productive capacity of the 

economy suffers. This is evidently where Kenya is today, and growth of this kind is not robust at all.

 This also explains why GDP growth is not yielding revenue. The private sector is not growing, and without private sector 

growth there is no productivity growth, and without productivity growth there is no surplus to tax. 

 The debt financing of public infrastructure is predicated on the investments that stimulate productive income and job-

creating investment that generates household and business incomes that government can tax to service the debt. But the 

analysis and evidence marshalled in this paper invites the conclusion that debt-financed public infrastructure investments 

are not paying off in Kenya, nor are they creating virtuous circles in other sectors of the economy.

 There are many possible reasons for this, of which these four are the most pertinent. First, and most immediate, is the 

crowding out of private investment by government as highlighted above. Second, evidence is mounting to support the 

World Bank’s contention in the 2004 Public Expenditure Review   regarding the poor quality of public investments, not 

least the railway and electricity projects reviewed in this paper. This evidence has recently been buttressed by an IMF 

assessment which contends that half the projects under implementation have stalled.   The third is debt overhang that is 

disincentivizing business and investment. Fourth, there is a mismatch between the benefits stream and debt maturity, or 

in other words, it is problematic to finance long-term projects with short- and medium-term debt that matures far before 

benefits accrue.
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 All of these are structural problems, each complicated in their own right, and collectively constituting an 

intractable reform challenge fraught with economic and political risks. Scaling down domestic borrowing would seem 

to be necessary in order to release credit to the private sector. This too is risky though, as economic growth is highly 

reliant on deficit-financed stimulus, and there is no certainty that a private investment response will be quick or big 

enough to offset losses to growth. Non-performing investments are sunk costs, to the extent that they are failed 

projects. Those that can be salvaged will require more money, which begs the question of whether to throw good 

money after bad or to cut losses. The debt overhang and maturity profile can be addressed by debt restructuring, but 

that course of action is a hair trigger that could quickly snowball into a full-scale IMF supervised austerity programme 

and all of the challenges that come with that. Faced with these prospects it seems that the government has chosen to 

hunker down and see if they can wait out the storm.

 

 The Government of Kenya is already facing a negotiation with the IMF and moving towards a possible agreement 

during the first half of 2020. The facts tell us that the Government of Kenya has already started to implement 

adjustment policies that could drive the economy to a slow-down, before there is a direct intervention by the IMF. The 

main concerns under discussion for the upcoming agreement lie on the capacity of the country to contain declining 

debt sustainability, and on its capacity to raise an increasing amount of domestic revenue. Both are critical issues 

that require a transparent discussion at national level. 

 In addition to these major economic challenges, the international and domestic impacts of the COVID-19 crisis 

bring new and additional complexities. We should anticipate a sudden slowdown in lending, and increased costs and 

interest rates. Commodity prices fell 30% in the early months of the pandemic, even before the full impact of the 

European and USA economic crisis has been felt. Measures to contain the virus mean domestic economic sectors 

have been forced to partially or entirely stop for an indefinite period, significantly reducing revenue-raising in 2020. 

The IMF estimates Kenya’s revenues will decline between 30% and 40%. This must be taken into account in Kenya’s 

longer-term economic strategy and policies, and in the more imminent dialogue and agreement with the IMF.

Chapter 5: 

     Conclusions 
 

 This paper is motivated by concerns about the impact of an inordinate debt burden on pro-poor development in 

Kenya. In late 2018, the IMF downgraded the country from ‘low’ to ‘medium’ risk of debt distress, and then to ‘high’ in 

May 2020. The analysis in this paper has shown how lending trends have fuelled this worsening situation, and this 

has been compounded by the more recent economic impact of the COVID-19 crisis. 

 It is the underlying lending trends, and the ideology that underpins them, that have brought Kenya to a point where 

it is drowning in debt. The pursuit of profit above Africa’s needs, and commercialization of development finance are 

prominent features of multilateral, Western and Chinese lending alike. Africa has been targeted by private capital 

seeking new markets, where excess liquidity might generate higher returns. The revival of the infrastructure-led 

growth paradigm is facilitating this and undermining the quality of development finance. Investments have also been 

put into projects without proven developmental impact or financial viability. COVID-19 has brought unprecedented 

levels of uncertainty, but whatever happens, it is certain that these damaging lending trends cannot continue.
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 It must also be noted that Kenya’s government has failed to exercise sufficient caution in accepting these risky 

and dubious investments, which has led to austerity measures, and undermined their ability to invest in development 

priorities. Analysis of the Kenyan Government’s recent budget indicates they have no robust plan in place to tackle 

this worsening situation, leaving the prospect of a difficult and damaging debt restructuring on the table. As the full 

economic and health impact of the international COVID-19 crisis is felt in Kenya, a tough financial situation will only 

become worse. This poses a real and growing risk that the country is driven deeper into unsustainable debt unless 

urgent redress measures are taken.
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